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Dedication:
As always, we need to thank our families and friends who put up with the endless hours we put into doing this thing 

for a living.  In particular, Scott’s son Andrew who’s boundless imagination and energy gives us the requisite amount of 
humility to get things like this done.

IF YOU DOWNLOADED THIS PRODUCT WITHOUT PURCHASING IT
We hope you enjoy our product!  We believe that we produce some pretty entertaining stuff, and we hope you think 
so too.  If you enjoy this product, and would like to continue to see Dakkar Unlimited products on the market, we’d 
like to encourage you to visit www.HotChicksTheGame.com, see what else we have to offer, and purchase a product 
or two. We’ve tried to keep our prices competitive and we think you’ll agree that the entertainment value is more 
than worth it.  That way, we’ll be able to continue to pay our bills and produce more product, which we, in turn, hope 

that you enjoy as well.  Thank you for yor patronage!

Thanks To
Adobe, Smith Micro, Microsoft, Fujitsu and Hewlett-Packard, without whom this would have taken a hell of a lot longer.  
And an additional big thanks to the strong and independent women of the world, without whom we’d have no idea what 

we were doing and less reason to do it.

Disclaimer
Extreme Edge, Issue Two, Volume One is a supplement to Hot Chicks: The Roleplaying Game and is part of a game, written 
for entertainment purposes.  It makes no claim to be a textbook of the modern world or near future - the concepts, events 

and people represented in this book are works of fiction. 

This game contains supernatural elements in its background, storylines, and themes.  These elements are fiction,
and intended soley for entertainment purposes.

 

This book contains mature content -  strong language and adult themes
Reader discretion is advised.

©2010, Dakkar Unlimited, All Rights Reserved.  All Characters, Names, Places and text herein are 
copyrighted by Dakkar Unlimited.
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Welcome to The Edge!
Early in 2015, Kale Fleigh, a former Army Ranger and stu-
dent of Dietrich Mars, realized that there was a generation 
of people growing up with the responsibility of saving the fu-
ture and destiny of mankind.  After spending months travel-
ling the world and trying to bring skills and knowledge to 
the youth, one adventure at a time, he realized that he simply 
wasn’t going to be reaching nearly enough of them.

With his half brother, Peter Blazes, he parlayed a large sup-
ply of stuff taken from badly beaten bad guys into a publish-
ing venture called Extreme Edge magazine.  Extreme Edge 
features material that will make it appear to be nothing more 
than popular fluff, but if one reads beneath the surface, there 
is real information there.  Information on weapons, orga-
nizations, equipment, and the actual state of the Earth in 
2015.; information that will keep the next generation well-
equipped and alive as the war for the future and destiny of 
mankind progresses and heats up.

In this “boiled-down” edition, we present some of the infor-
mation that is meant for the adventuring public.  You never 
know when a review or an article in Extreme Edge will save 
your life... but then again, that’s exactly what they’re writ-
ten for. 

How to Use This Book
This is a supplement for HOT CHICKS: The RPG. You 
will need the core rulebook in order to play.

The information in this edition of Extreme Edge maga-
zine can be used in any Hot Chicks game - the equip-
ment presented here is commercially available, and the 
obligatory “Page 5 Girl” is a potential contact and/or 
ally for Player Characters.

Other assorted bits and pieces of information may or 
may not be hints and clues to vast plots and adven-
tures, depending on what the GM would like to do 
with them.

Extreme Edge magazine is a means of mass commu-
nication for several influential figures in the world of 
Hot Chicks, and their editorials are more-or-less either 
grave warnings about imminent danger or advice from 
people who have been there and done that.  Informa-
tion presented in this magazine is considered canon in 
the world of Earth in 2015.
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Leena Renald is a mixed Martial-
Arts champion in the World Tac-
tical Fighting league, and holds 
the current WTF American belt.  
She’s trained in Mu Thai, Brazilian 
Ju Jitsu, Sambo, and Jeet Kun Do, 
with a hunger for learning more.  
Her WTF records include fastest 
take down (0.02 Seconds), most 
consecutive wins (24), fastest vic-
tory by submission (4.2 seconds), 
and most distance on a thrown 
opponent (seven feet, six inches).  
For fun, Leena enjoys competing 
in triathalons and restoring ‘70’s 
era Chevrolets. I think I’m in love!

PAGE FIVE GIRL!
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